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One-dimensional
approximation of heat transfer
in flashlamp-assisted
automated tape placement
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Abstract
A computationally efficient heat transfer simulation of flashlamp-assisted automated tape
placement (ATP) is put forward in this work. The simulation combines distinct 1D finite
element models representing the tow, the deposited material, and the resulting stack with
appropriate transfer of temperature information to ensure field continuity. Direct com-
parison against a validated 2Dmodel of ATP shows good agreement in the irradiation region,
underneath and beyond the roller vicinity with errors up to 14°C. The combined solution of
1D models requires only 1-2% of the computational effort needed for an equivalent 2D
analysis without compromising results resolution, whilst it is better suited for providing the
full material temperature history throughout consecutive processing cycles. The accuracy and
fast computation render this method appealing for studies which require an iterative exe-
cution of the model in a practical timeframe such as in optimisation schemes, inverse so-
lutions, training of surrogate models and stochastic simulation.
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Introduction

Automated tape placement (ATP) is an additive manufacturing method in which robotic
equipment is utilised to deposit layers of continuous fibre-reinforced composite tapes onto
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a tool. A radiative energy source raises the temperatures of the already deposited material
and the new layer moments before they come into contact underneath a compaction roller,
facilitating part consolidation and bonding between layers. The consistency of automated
processes and potential of building large composite parts at high rates render this method
very attractive for aerospace applications. This vision is led to a great extent by the
utilisation of thermoplastic-based composites, which can be processed in a single step
mitigating the long and time-consuming autoclave cycles involved in thermosetting
matrix composite processing. However, further research is required before the strict
quality and production criteria are met.

The importance of the temperatures developed inside the process on the final part
quality has been highlighted in numerous studies,1–7 and as a result the heat transfer
analysis of ATP has received significant attention.8 Up to three-dimensional method-
ologies have been developed,9–12 with most works reducing the problem to two di-
mensions assuming uniform heating across the tape width.13–25 The heat conduction in
the direction of placement has been neglected compared to the heat transport due to rapid
material movement, as indicated by the high Peclet number for the tapes and high ve-
locities typically used.15,21,26 The latent heat due to matrix transformations has been
included in the analysis in some cases;15–20 however, the contribution of these
exothermic/endothermic effects has been considered negligible when compared to the
high energy input by the heater.21–25 One-dimensional numerical and analytical models
have been introduced, simplifying the process to a through-thickness material slab.26–29

Surrogate and neural network models have also been presented, trained by a high number
of numerical solutions.30,31 Most models have adopted a Eulerian coordinate system
mounted on the moving placement head,15,16,18–25 whereas others have been based on a
Lagrangian system.14,17

Computation time is critical for schemes which require a high number of iterative runs.
1D methodologies typically require much lower computational effort, but also involve
major assumptions which hinder accuracy.26–29 An approach based of decomposing the
2D domain to 1D subdomains has been put forward; however, the effects of contact
between the composite and the roller and its dynamic character have not been taken into
account.26 The heat exchange between the tow and deposited material has been simplified
by averaging their temperatures at the nip point.28 Simplifications on other aspects re-
garding the roller, temperature-dependent material properties and non-homogeneous
irradiance distribution on the tapes have also been applied. Fast surrogate and neural
network models have been proposed; however, a large number of simulations is required
for training to establish these representations.30,31 Although existing 2D methodologies
use fewer assumptions compared to 1D models, obtaining the material temperature
history across the whole geometry, and for all depositions, presents a significant com-
putational challenge. A small portion of the overall part is usually modelled, due to the
computational effort required to represent large geometries with fine discretisation.22,25 The
smaller domain of the Eulerian approach, adopted by the majority of studies, provides ef-
ficient solutions in the vicinity of the nip point at a loss of the temperature evolution outside
this analysis frame. The analysis follows the deposition head, solving the boundary problem
for a narrow time window spanning typically from the irradiation zone start to some extent
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outside the roller contact patch. Predicting the temperature evolution for a period of 5–10 s at
100 mm/s requires an analysis domain which is 500–1000 mm long. Such timings are well
within the timeframe of critical material phenomena taking place such as degradation,
crystallisation, and bonding development, as well as curing for thermosetting materials.
Solving for a large enough geometry to capture these effects impacts computational times
severely. In addition, without the full material temperature history, residual heating effects in
the stack cannot be included, which is critical for manufacturing programs in which cooling to
ambient conditions before a new deposition is not achieved.

Up to date, efforts focus on ATP processes deploying continuous heating sources such
as lasers, IR heaters and hot gas torches. Recently, pulsed sources based on Xenon-filled
flashlamps have become available for ATP. The heat transfer of flashlamp-assisted ATP,
combined with ray tracing analysis, has been addressed.25 The short high-energy pulses of
the heater, in the range of 0.5–5 ms, impose a much finer time discretisation than typically
used for simulating continuous sources. Solution times in the range of 1-2 hrs are required
for a typical 2D Eulerian analysis frame about 100 mm in length,25 indicating the need for
improvements in computational efficiency before the model can be used for iterative
execution and extended processing cycles.

In this study, an 1D simulation of flashlamp-assisted ATP is put forward which uses a
combination of 1D submodels to address the tow and deposited material heating, and their
interaction under and beyond the compaction roller. The transfer of temperature infor-
mation among the models ensures thermal field continuity. The methodology is applicable
to pulsed sources offering a universal heat transfer solution for integration in process
modelling schemes. The accuracy of the method is assessed against a validated 2D model
of flashlamp-assisted ATP25 for a wide range of processing rates, deposited material
thicknesses and heater pulsing conditions. The improvements in computational efficiency
are examined for a wide variety of processing scenarios. The results of the 1D model are
set against monitoring data obtained during AFP trials to validate the approach with
respect to the physical process.

Model formulation

The full ATP problem can be considered two-dimensional by assuming uniform heating
across the tape width and no edge effects. The latent heat due to matrix transformations
can be considered negligible due to the low crystallinity levels typically achieved in ATP
and the polymer constituting only 30–35% of tape mass. For a Eulerian frame attached on
the moving placement head and material motion aligned with the local x-coordinate, the
energy balance is:

ρcp

�
∂T
∂t

þ ux
∂T
∂x

�
¼ ∂

∂x

�
kx
∂T
∂x

�
þ ∂
∂y

�
ky
∂T
∂y

�
(1)

where T denotes temperature, ρ the density of the composite, cp the specific heat capacity,
kx and ky the thermal conductivity in the placement and thickness direction respectively
and ux the placement velocity.
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Heat conduction in the composite in the placement direction has been found to be
negligible compared to the heat transport by material motion, as a result of the rapid
material movement and relatively low longitudinal thermal conductivity of typical
thermoplastic-based composite tapes, manifested as high values of the Peclet number.
Values of the Peclet number lower than unity can occur during the first moments of the
process under very slow velocities, but this condition holds true for a short period of time
compared to the duration of the placement process. As a result, the heat transport due to
material advection dominates in the placement direction and equation (1) becomes:

ρcp

�
∂T
∂t

þ ux
∂T
∂x

�
¼ ∂

∂y

�
ky
∂T
∂y

�
(2)

This 2D transient energy balance can be transformed to an 1D transient state equation by
applying the transformation x

0 ¼ x� uxt to obtain:

ρcp
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¼ ∂

∂y

�
ky
∂T
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�
(3)

This transforms the analysis reference frame from Eulerian to Lagrangian, in which the
solution corresponds to a fixed material point, with the surface of the material subjected to
a time-dependent heat flux input. Equation (3) is a valid representation of heat transfer in
ATP due to the negligible heat diffusion in the placement direction, which renders the
through-thickness conduction the dominant heat transfer mechanism.

Applying the principle expressed by equation (3) to the 2D representation of ATP in
Figure 1, three different submodels can be identified each addressing a different process
region. Model I and Model II describe the temperature evolution in a material slice
belonging to the deposited material and the incoming tow respectively, as they are ir-
radiated prior to the nip point. Model III represents the heat transfer from the moment the
deposited material and incoming tow slices come into contact underneath the compaction
roller, until the end of the stage where the stack has been left to cool down at ambient
conditions.

Model I–deposited material

Model I represents the deposited composite material consisting of n composite tape layers
in perfect contact with the process tool. The submodel analysis time is equal to the
distance covered from the irradiation start to the nip point, Ls as indicated in Figure 1,
divided by the placement velocity. An overview of the applied boundary conditions is
provided in Figure 2(a). The surface of the composite material is irradiated by the heating
source and as a result it is subjected to a combined boundary condition of heat flux and
convection to air:

ky
∂T
∂t

¼ qsðtÞ � hðTsur � TambÞ (4)
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where Tamb is the ambient temperature, h the surface heat transfer coefficient and Tsur the
surface temperature. Term qsðtÞ represents the transformed spatial irradiance distribution
on the deposited material surface prior to the nip point (Figure 1) resulting from the
transformation from a Eulerian to a Lagrangian system (x

0 ¼ x� uxtÞ. For pulsed sources,
the non-continuous operation is accounted in qsðtÞ by convoluting the profile with a train
of rectangular pulses of desired frequency and duration. The resulting heat flux is ef-
fectively the irradiation history of a single point moving across the irradiation zone under
a non-continuous source. A schematic of this procedure is provided in Figure 3. In
addition, convection to ambient conditions is applied to the back surface of the tool:

ky
∂T
∂t

¼ hðTsur � TambÞ (5)

Model II–incoming tow

Model II represents a single composite layer into contact with a compaction roller which
features a reduced geometry (Figure 2(b) and (c)). The submodel analysis time is equal to
the distance covered from the irradiation zone entry to the nip point, Lt as indicated in
Figure 1, divided by the placement velocity. The irradiation path consists of a straight line
and a curved part which follows the roller geometry (Figure 1) and has an arc length ba. In
the transient analysis expressed by equation (3), heat conduction between the tape and the

Figure 1. 2D representation of heat transfer in ATP and identification of 1D submodels for the
deposited material (Model I), incoming tow (Model II) and consolidation zone (Model III).
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roller is not active throughout the whole analysis. Heat transfer between the two bodies is
activated at a time which corresponds to the arrival time of a point moving from the
irradiation start to the roller contact point, equal to t ¼ ðLt � baÞ=ux (Figure 1). A thermal
contact of negligible resistance between the nodes belonging to the tow-roller interface is
created at this time.

Two sets of boundary conditions are applied inModel II (Figure 2(b) and (c)) as a result
of the tow-roller contact established during the analysis. A combined boundary condition
of heat flux and convection acts on the surface of the tow during both analysis stages:

Figure 2. Materials and boundary conditions of 1D submodels: (a) Model I (deposited material);
(b) Model II (tow) no thermal contact with roller, (c) Model II in contact with roller; (d) Model III
(consolidation zone) underneath roller; (e) Model III outside the contact region.
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ky
∂T
∂t

¼ qtðtÞ � hðTsur � TambÞ (6)

where qtðtÞ in this case represents the converted spatial irradiance distribution on the tow
surface similarly to qsðtÞ in equation (5). During the analysis stage where the contact with
the roller is not active (Figure 2(b)), the tow back surface is subjected to air convection
with a constant coefficient (equation (5)). Once the tow-roller thermal contact has been
established, convection is no longer applied (Figure 2(c)). The roller is treated as a semi-
infinite body following from its Fourier number which is lower than one for a slice
thickness of 5 mm, elastomer conductivity of 0.2 W/m/K and representative contact time
with the tow of 1 s. Shorter times lead to lower Fourier numbers strengthening the validity
of this assumption. As a result, the interior boundary of the semi-infinite roller is treated as
insulated:

∂T
∂y

¼ 0 (7)

Model III–consolidation zone

Model III represents the resulting composite stack after the incoming tow and the de-
posited material come into contact at the nip point underneath the compaction roller
(Figure 2(d) and (e)). The composite consists of ðnþ 1Þ layers. The roller and tool have
identical geometries as in Models I and II, whilst the interlayer resistance between plies is
considered negligible. Unlike Model II, a thermal contact between the nodes at the
composite-roller interface is active from the beginning of the analysis and it is deactivated
at later steps, according to the contact patch length B and processing velocity (Figure 1).

Figure 3. Determination of 1D simulation heat flux input: (a) spatial irradiance acting on tape
surface; (b) pulse train of desired frequency and pulse duration; (c) corresponding heat flux for
use in Model I and Model II for a given velocity.
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Two sets of boundary conditions are applied in Model III due to the loss of contact
between the composite and the roller during the analysis. Only natural convection is
applied to the tool back surface during the contact stage (Figure 2(d)). Similarly to Model
II, the roller is treated as a semi-infinite body and thus an adiabatic boundary exists on its
inner surface (equation (7)). After loss of contact, the stack is left to cool down at ambient
conditions and thus natural air convection is applied on its surface.

Integration of the three 1D models

The analysis sequence and information flow between the 1D submodels is outlined in
Figure 4. Once the solution of Models I and II has been completed, the resulting through-
thickness temperature distributions are transferred as initial temperature conditions in
Model III (Figure 4(a)), ensuring field continuity between the irradiation and consoli-
dation zones. The temperature of the tow-deposited material interface at the nip point
(x ¼ 0) is set as the average value of the surface nodes in Models I and II. At the end of the
processing cycle, the temperatures across the thickness of Model III can be transferred to a
new Model I (Figure 4(b)) which represents an additional layer. In this way, multiple
placements are simulated taking into account the residual heating when complete cooling
of the stack to ambient conditions has not been completed. Model II is solved once and
used in the prediction of multiple placement cycles since the tow irradiation is inde-
pendent of the increasing deposited material thickness. A heated tool or preheated tow can
be simulated by fixing or initialising the temperature of the nodes belonging to the tool
and tow, respectively, to a constant value in the corresponding 1D models.

Methodology

A comparison between the predictions of the 1D simulation put forward in this study and a
2D finite element model previously validated against temperature measurements in ATP

Figure 4. Operation of the integrated 1D simulation: (a) solution sequence and temperature data
exchange among the different submodels; (b) workflow for modelling multiple placement cycles
including residual heating. Ti (y,t) denotes temperature at position y across the thickness of
submodel i at time t.
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process trials25 is carried out here. The computational effort needed by each model to
provide solutions is also compared, as benchmarked by the finite element solver for each
run. Both models were implemented in Ansys APDL using the distributed memory
parallel processing option within a single 4-core PC (i7-4790). This solving mode de-
composes the model into smaller domains, solves them simultaneously by assigning each
to a single core, and then reconstructs the complete solution. This mode accelerates the
solution compared to Shared-memory parallel processing (SMP), especially for the 2D
model due to an overall larger domain. The default sparse direct solver was chosen which
balances performance and accuracy.

A Heraeus Noblelight humm3 system32 of 4.4 kW maximum power was used as the
heater for this assessment. The flashlamp source features a pulsed operation with energy
pulses in the 0.5–6 ms range and repetition rates up to 150 Hz. Two significantly different
pulsing conditions of 25 Hz frequency 4.75 ms pulse duration and 100 Hz frequency and
1.1 ms pulse duration were investigated, both utilising the full system power capacity.25

The composite material used for the placement process was a 0.18 mm thin unidirectional
AS4/PEEK tape. The tool and roller thicknesses were set at 10 and 5mm respectively. The
thermal properties of AS4/PEEK tape,21,33,34 the metallic tool, and the elastomeric roller
are detailed in Table 1.

An overview of the assumptions of the two methodologies (1D and 2D) is presented in
Table 2. The 2D model features the geometry of Figure 1 with key dimensions detailed in
Table 3. It follows equation (1) and as a result the heat diffusion in the placement direction
is taken into account. In contrast, the 1D simulation assumes this effect is negligible
(equation (2)). Material advection in a Eulerian analysis frame is included in the 2D
analysis by activating the mass transport effects for the PLANE292 element in APDL.35

Two-node LINK33 elements were used in the 1D simulation. The convection coefficient
is set at 5 W/K/m2 in both models.

The two simulations share similar mesh grids in the through-thickness direction. The
high heat flux applied during an energy pulse necessitates a fine through-thickness el-
ement size of 10 μm. However, refining a thin material slice close to the surface is
sufficient to reach convergence.25 The thickness of this slice should be greater than the
thermal penetration depth of the pulse given by:

dp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2a

ω

r
(8)

where ω is the angular frequency of the pulse and a the thermal diffusivity of the material
in the thickness direction. A thickness of 150 μm was used for the fine mesh zone in all
submodels. Outside this area, the periodic temperature variations become negligible and
the temperature reaches a steady state that can be captured accurately by a coarser mesh in
the 10–100 μm range. In the 2D implementation, the solver requires a very fine mesh in
order to keep the Peclet number below one and solve equation (1), effectively rendering
the heat diffusion in the placement direction essential for the solution at a given speed. The
material of the lowest longitudinal conductivity, the roller in this case, governs the mesh
size. Following the methodology established in a previous study,25 the conductivity of the
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roller (Table 3) has been artificially increased 10 times to allow the use of 10 μm elements
in the placement direction and keep solution times viable at higher velocities.

The total analysis time corresponds to the analysis frame length of 90 mm (Figure 1)
divided by the processing speed. Each 1D submodel features a duration calculated based
on the length of the corresponding stage it describes and the velocity. The simulation time
has been discretised into steps with sufficiently short duration to model individual pulses.
Two steps per period have been used to describe the pulsed operation: one for the pulse
event and one for the remaining period time.25 Although this results in fast computation
for a given scenario, it can lead to inaccuracies due to insufficient number of points

Table 1. Thermal properties of the AS4/PEEK composite, roller, and tooling material.

Material/Temperature

Specific
heat capacity
(J/kg/K)21,33

Transverse
conductivity
(W/m/K)21,33

Longitudinal
conductivity
(W/m/K)21,33

Density
(kg/m3)34

AS4/PEEK
0°C 800 0.38 3.5 1601
50°C 930 0.44 4.6 1598
100°C 1040 0.51 5.1 1593
150°C 1260 0.57 5.9 1593
200°C 1300 0.64 6 1586
250°C 1400 0.70 6.1 1575
300°C 1550 0.76 6.7 1563
350°C 1650 0.68 6.8 1537
400°C 1700 0.65 7 1524

Metallic tool 950 237 237 2700
Elastomeric roller 1250 0.2 0.2 1250

Table 2. Overview of 1D and 2D model features and assumptions.

Model
feature/assumption

1D FE
modelling

2D FE
model25

Equation- domain Equation (3)-1D Equation (1)-2D
Conduction in the
placement direction

Negligible Yes

Element type (ANSYS) 2-node LINK33 4-Node PLANE292
(Mass transport effects)

Conduction in the
thickness direction

Yes

Conduction in the width direction Negligible
Latent heat of melting/crystallisation Negligible

Interlayer contact Perfect
Roller-tool 5 and 10 mm slices

Convection coefficient 5 W/K/m2
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describing the non-linear heating/cooling curves in the pulse timescale, potentially
influencing the outputs of material constitute models. Therefore, the choice should
balance resolution and computation time. Here two load steps during the pulse and three
during the cooling phase were used in both methodologies. The time increments within
each load step are adjusted by the software to achieve convergence, until the square root of
the sum of the squares (SRSS) of the residual vector is lower than the SSRR of the 0.1% of
the applied fluxes or lower than 10�9. Model III does not involve pulsed heating and
therefore longer timesteps of 10 ms were used.

The incident energy distribution acting on the tapes for the examined process con-
figuration of Figure 1 has been estimated by a 3D ray tracing model for the specific
flashlamp system.25 The optical analysis included the ATP cavity and relevant system
components such as the flashlamp tube, the water-filled cooling chamber, the quartz light
guide, and the reflective housing. The predicted 3D irradiance distributions were reduced
to a single profile across the tape middle line, after their post-processing with a Savitzky-
Golay filter to smooth the data and eliminate outliers caused by the statistical nature of the
ray tracing solution. The predicted spatial irradiance profiles acting on the tow and the
deposited material surfaces are provided in Figure 5(a). The pulsed operation in the 2D
model is simulated by activating the heat flux applied on the tape surface (Figure 1)
according to the system frequency and pulse duration.25 As a result, the acting heat flux
oscillates between the maximum value and zero (Figure 5(a)). The corresponding heat
flux profiles used inModel I andModel II are presented in Figure 5(b) and (c) respectively
for a velocity of 50 mm/s. Processing rates affect the x-coordinate based on the Eulerian to
Lagrangian transformation, and as a result the number of energy pulses delivered prior to
the nip point.

Results and discussion

Model I verification

A comparison of predicted temperatures by the 2D and 1D models for the deposited
material surface (Model I) are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. These are the highest

Table 3. Summary of the dimensions of the 2D model as shown in Figure 1.

Parameter Value

B 14 mm
C 16 mmba 12.16 mm
R 25 mm
Ls 50 mm
Lt 35 mm
tp 0.18 mm
ttool 10 mm
e° 45°

Danezis et al. 11



temperatures expected in the deposited material, due to the applied surface heat flux, and
therefore important for thermal degradation studies. The nip point is reached at t = 0 s. The
irradiation of the deposited material is examined during the 2nd and 5th layer placement
under 25 Hz/4.75 ms (Figure 6) and 100 Hz/1.1 ms (Figure 7) pulsing conditions. The
deposited material consists of one and four AS4/PEEK layers respectively. The

Figure 5. Heat flux input: (a) spatial distributions used in the 2D model; (b) profile applied on the
composite surface in Model I; (c) profile applied on the tow surface in Model II. Placement at
50 mm/s under two different pulsing conditions. Nip point reached at t = 0 s.
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predictions correspond to a velocity of 50 mm/s following the heat flux profiles of
Figure 5(b). The surface temperatures comprise consecutive heating/cooling cycles with
timings dictated by the input heat flux (Figure 5(b)). A closer look at a pulse timescale is
illustrated in Figure 8. The heating phase is as long as the pulse whilst the repetition rate of
the heating/cooling cycles is equal to the pulsing frequency. As a result, the material is
subjected to more cycles at the higher frequency of 100 Hz. The longer pulses of the 25 Hz
operation result in higher local maximum temperatures; however, these decrease to lower

Figure 6. Comparison of predictions on the surface of the deposited material at 50 mm/s: (a) 2nd
layer placement and (b) 5th layer placement under 25 Hz/4.75 ms operation. Nip point reached at
t = 0 s.

Danezis et al. 13



values at the end of the period due to the longer cooling times before a new energy pulse is
delivered, 35.25 versus 8.9 ms. As the deposited material thickness increases, greater
temperatures are developed on the surface since the deposited layers, which have a low
transverse conductivity, act as an insulating barrier to the heat diffusion towards the
metallic tool.

Model I predictions of surface temperatures on the deposited material are in close
agreement with the results of the 2D model (Figures 6 and 7), with errors of up to
10°C. An average error of 2°C is present across all examined scenarios. The timings
of the heating/cooling cycles created on the material surface are in full agreement
(Figures 6–8) due to the exact time discretisation in steps. The greatest deviations
occur at 25 Hz and for the 5th ply placement due to the higher temperatures de-
veloped (Figure 6). At 100 Hz, the maximum deviation for both placements is below
5°C (Figure 7). These deviations are attributed to the fact that the 1D simulation does
not take into account the heat conduction in the placement direction (equation (3)),
in contrast to the 2D model (equation (1)). These effects have been assumed
negligible due to the high Peclet number calculated; however, the specific tool
examined features very high conductivity which results in Peclet numbers corre-
sponding to the conduction/advection of the tool being lower than unity. As a
consequence, the reduction of the 2D domain to 1D for the tool introduces a dis-
crepancy. However, this effect causes only small errors even at the low speed of
50 mm/s; it is expected that its influence is diminished at greater velocities where the
Peclet number increases. Deviations of up to 5°C are observed inside the bulk of the
deposited material, as shown in Figure 9 for the 5th placement in the 25 Hz/4.75 ms
scenario. The temperature oscillations created on the surface due to the pulsed
operation are diminished even at one layer depth (0.18 mm). Lower temperatures are
developed deeper in the material, whilst significant time lag is observed before these
locations are affected by the incoming heat wave.

Model II verification

The predicted temperatures obtained by the 1D and 2D models for of the incoming tow
(Model II) surface are compared in Figure 10 for the two pulsing operations of 25 Hz/
4.75 ms (Figure 10(a)) and 100 Hz/1.1 ms (Figure 10(b)). These are the highest
temperatures expected for the tow and therefore important predictions for thermal
degradation studies. The heat flux profiles presented in Figure 5(c) have been utilised.
The heating conditions of the tow are independent of the substrate thickness in both
methodologies, and thus tow temperatures are similar during the 2nd and 5th placement.
Similarly to the profiles on the deposited material surface (Figures 6 and 7), the tow
surface undergoes periodic heating cycles followed by cooling with timings dictated by
the flashlamp operation. The higher frequency conditions (Figure 10(b)) lead to a
greater number of cycles whilst the 4.75 ms long pulses of the 25 Hz case cause higher
local temperatures (Figure 10(a)). The tow temperature for both pulsing conditions
presents a more pronounced cooling stage compared to that for the deposited material
profiles (Figure 7), approximately after t = �0.25 s, when the tow comes into contact
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and dissipates heat to the roller. Predictions of Model II with ±10% shorter/longer roller
arc length, compared to the actual in 2D model, are included in Figure 10(a). The arc
length affects the contact activation time in Model II, and thus the heat exchange
between the tow and the roller. The 1D predictions start deviating noticeably when the
timing involved has an uncertainty of ±10%, indicating the strong heat transfer interaction
between the two bodies.

Figure 7. Comparison of predictions on the surface of the deposited material at 50 mm/s: (a) 2nd
layer placement and (b) 5th layer placement under 100 Hz/1.1 ms operation. Nip point reached at
t = 0 s.
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Figure 9. Comparison of bulk temperatures in the deposited material during the 5th placement at
50 mm/s. Operation is 25 Hz/4.75 ms. Depth measured from the composite surface. 1D data
have been downsampled.

Figure 8. Heating/cooling cycles during pulsing on the surface of the deposited material under two
different source operations. Placement of 5th layer at 50 mm/s.
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Model II is in good agreement with the 2D model with an average error of 3°C and
maximum of 12°C. Similarly to Model I, the deviations are attributed to the exclusion of
longitudinal heat conduction as well as the 2D domain of the body in contact, the roller in
this case. Errors are also introduced in this case due to the deformed mesh grid across the
roller curved section in the 2D model. In addition, the linear velocity attributed to the
elements which belong to this section is a function of their distance from the roller centre,
ensuring they feature a common angular velocity as part of the same rotating body. Tow
surface elements in the 2D model follow the same trajectory; however, elements towards

Figure 10. Comparison of tow surface predictions at 50 mm/s: (a) under 25 Hz/4.75 ms operation;
(b) under 100 Hz/1.1 ms operation. Nip point reached at t = 0 s.
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the inner boundary of the roller feature slightly slower linear velocity. The difference in
velocities across the tow and roller thickness influences the thermal field evolution, but
this effect is small.

Model III verification

A comparison of temperatures developed across the consolidation zone at 50 mms/s is
provided in Figure 11 for different deposited material thicknesses, assuming ambient
conditions at the start of each new placement. Profiles across different layer interfaces are
examined, as this information is typically useful for bond strength studies. Results of the
1D model have been downsampled to an interval of 0.03 s to facilitate visualisation. The
developed temperatures decrease away from the nip point due to convection heat losses to
the roller, tool, and environment. Lower values are encountered at deeper material levels,
whilst as the thickness increases higher temperatures are developed due to the insulating
effect of deposited layers. Predictions for the 4th and 10th placement are reported in
Figures 12 and 13, respectively, for a range of processing speeds. Five interfaces near the
surface are examined for the thick deposited material. The time span of the 30 mm long
consolidation region (Table 3) is determined by the processing velocity in each case
(Figures 12 and 13). The heat flux inputs used in Model I and Model II for these runs at
25 and 100 mm/s have been calculated similarly to the 50 mm/s case (Figure 5). Higher
velocities lead to lower temperatures due to the shorter heating times of the deposited

Figure 11. Predictions in the consolidation zone for consecutive placement assuming ambient
initial conditions. Interfaces numbering is relatively to the consolidated material surface. Velocity
is 50 mm/s and operation is 100 Hz/1.1 ms. 1D data have been downsampled.
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material and tow in the previous irradiation stage. The temperature oscillations created on
the tapes surface during irradiation have decayed in this region of the process.

Model III achieves good accuracy with an average error of 4°C and a maximum error
of 14°C for all depositions and processing speeds. As in Model I and Model II pre-
dictions, these minor errors are attributed to the exclusion of longitudinal heat con-
duction effects, especially for the highly-conductive tool, and the interaction of the stack
with the roller body. As a result, both the tool and the roller representation as 1D bodies
introduces errors in the 1D simulation. This effect is more noticeable for interfaces
closer to the interface of the stack with the roller. The greatest deviations between the
two methodologies in Figures 11–13 are encountered for the 1st-2nd layer interface
predictions.

Computational efficiency

The floating point operations needed for the solution of the 1D and 2D models are
presented in Figure 14, for different deposited material thicknesses and processing
conditions. The reported values are calculated based on the CPU time and average
computational rate, expressed as floating point operations per second, provided by the
finite element software (ANSYS) in the analysis output file. For the 4-core PC (i7-
4790) used in this study, the average computational rates were in the 8–12 GFLOPS
range.

The combined solution of the 1D models requires only 1-2% of the computational
effort needed by the 2D analysis for the examined scenarios. The 1D model requires
0.2–1.5 TFLOP operations (20–150 s for the machine used) compared to 16–
270 TFLOP (30–450 min for the machine used) of the 2D model. The thickness of the

Figure 12. Predictions in the consolidation zone during the 4th placement at different velocities,
assuming ambient initial conditions. Interfaces numbering is relatively to the consolidated material
surface. Operation is 100 Hz/1.1 ms. 1D data have been downsampled.
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deposited material has a more severe impact on the 2D analysis, with a 100% increase
in computational effort between the thinner and thicker composites tested. The 2D
solutions require 60 TFLOP and 130 TFLOP (104 and 220 min for the machine used)
for a 0.18 and 1.62 mm thick deposited material at 50 mm/s respectively. The floating

Figure 13. Predictions in consolidation zone during the 10th placement at different velocities.
Interfaces numbering is relatively to the consolidatedmaterial surface.Operation is 100Hz/1.1ms. 1D
data have been downsampled.

Figure 14. Computational effort needed by the two methodologies for different processing
scenarios of deposited material thickness, processing rates and pulsing conditions.
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point operations for the 1D simulation increase only by 25% between these two
thicknesses and at 50 mm/s, from 0.67 to 0.77 TFLOP. This difference is caused
because each layer introduces a larger number of elements in the 2D analysis due to
the 0.09 m long geometry. Computational effort increases proportionally with the
pulsing frequency, but decreases with speed for both models due to the changes in the
number of steps involved.

The 1D simulation requires significantly lower solution times due to the fewer
elements in the analysis. Each submodel represents only a single 1D through-thickness
section of the 2D model, thus the solution is carried out for only a small number of
elements compared to the 2D version. In addition, the solution for the consolidation
zone by Model III uses longer timesteps which contributes to the overall method ef-
ficiency. The decoupling of the time discretisation between the irradiation and con-
solidation zones is specifically advantageous in cases of residual heating effects during
consecutive placements. Furthermore, the temperature evolution beyond the roller is
critical in the prediction of material phenomena reflecting the final part quality, such as
crystallinity and bonding strength development. Very high computational times are
required by the 2D model even for the configuration of this study in which the geometry
length outside the roller contact part is only 16 mm. Simulating a longer window would
add a great number of elements and result in a severe computational penalty. The 1D
model accomplishes the simulation of longer processing cycles by extending the
analysis time of Model III, with no need of a larger geometry domain. Timesteps of
10 ms were used for Model III in this study; however, their duration can increase
gradually away the roller region, subjected to analysis convergence and desirable time
resolution. In addition, savings in computation times are expected during the simulation
of consecutive layer placements since Model II predictions can be obtained once and
used in the modelling of every processing cycle at equivalent conditions, reducing
computational effort further.

Experimental validation

The predictions of the 1D simulation are also compared to existing experimental data
acquired during the manufacture of AS4/PEEK composites with the ATP configuration
examined in this study.25 In work reported previously, thermocouples were mounted on
the surface of the deposited material during the 4th ply deposition at 50 mm/s, operating
the flashlamp system at 100 Hz/1.1 ms and 25 Hz/4.75 ms.25 The comparison between
1D model and experiment is illustrated in Figure 15. The 1D simulation of the
flashlamp-assisted ATP presents deviations up to 20°C from the temperature mea-
surements across the consolidation zone of the process. The slow response of tem-
perature sensors yielded an average profile of the surface temperature maxima/minima
developed in the irradiation phase due to pulsing; however, the mid-level line of model
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predictions converges satisfactorily to the thermocouple profile. Equivalent conclusions
were drawn during the validation of the 2D model,25 which was utilised here as a
reference for the 1D simulation development.

Conclusions

A 1D heat transfer simulation of the flashlamp-assisted ATP was put forward in this study
which represents the deposited material, incoming tow and resulting stack as distinct 1D
through-thickness models. Appropriate transfer of temperature information ensures field
continuity and inclusion of residual heating effects. The accuracy of the model was
examined against a validated 2D model of ATP. Deviations up to 14°C were found and
attributed mainly to the exclusion of heat conduction in the placement direction in the
metallic tool. Equivalent deviations from available experimental data were achieved for
the two models. However, the 1D simulation requires only 1-2% of the computational
effort compared to the 2D analysis, indicating a significant gain in solution times for a
minor trade off in accuracy. This exceptional efficiency is partially attributed to the
decoupling of the irradiation and consolidation domains, a highly advantageous feature of
the 1D simulation. Longer timesteps can be used across the consolidation and subsequent
cooling stage allowing the investigation of temperatures throughout the process more
efficiently, compared to existing 2D approaches.

The 1D simulation presented here can be readily integrated in process models of ATP,
coupled with material phenomena models, aiming to optimise the process to meet

Figure 15. Comparison of 1D simulation predictions against thermocouple data acquired during
ATP processing of AS4/PEEK composites25 at 50 mm/s: (a) deposited material surface during the
4th deposition and 25 Hz/4.75 ms operation; (b) deposited material surface during the 4th
deposition and 100 Hz/1.1 ms operation.
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production and quality criteria. The minimisation of processing time, maximisation of
bonding strength and control of crystallinity levels as well as the suppression of thermal
degradation effects are crucial in the direction of manufacturing high-quality parts at
appealing production rates. The accuracy and computation speed of the 1D model enables
the investigation of a wide range of process parameters and materials in a feasible
timeframe, whilst the ability to simulate pulsed sources ensures that different im-
provement routes can be explored to achieve the desired results. In addition, large data
sets produced by a high number of model runs can be the basis of training AI approaches,
as well as of stochastic simulation.
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